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An interesting view on how society
has developed over time
from ‘economic paradigms’ paper
Philips

DEsigner

From an early age I was curious about the reasoning of
people’s behavior and how they perceive the world. Soon
enough I discovered that what is considered ‘normal’
for one, can be something entirely different for
someone else. Thus there is not one right perception
and not an absolute truth of things.

What always interested me in design is that there is the
possibility to change someone’s perception and behavior on
things. A phenomenal movie or a well-designed product can
already cause such a ‘transformation’. Within Industrial
Design I learned how to create transformative concepts.

These events have a
significant role in my
development as a
designer
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I achieve this connection with society by
inviting my stakeholder to participate in my
design process. (milestone 3, 5 and 6)

product
environment

There are two elements that are important for me to
Tekening van balans: weegschaal met denker van innovatief
idee en de connective met de maatschappij.
Design for transformation needs to be balanced between the
connection with society and a new envisioned reality.

identity

design for transformation
personel
communication
network

Transform towards...
I believe in a world where everyone has a contribution with his or her
personal qualities and the things he or she likes to do. If everyone is
able to find this fulfillment in life, we can live a happy life while
creating a sustainable societal environment.

Making the design and vision fit
to the experience of users
Milestones 1, 2 and 6
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my plans for...

product
environment
identity

personel
communication

my FMP Knapzack

Since the results are received so well, I am going to get KnapZack on the
market. A number of schools have already committed their cooperation
to try out and develop KnapZack. Also Onderwijs Maak Je Samen will
support me in the development. The biggest challenge is to find the
finances I need for the development. Therefore my biggest priority
within this project is to find an investor for KnapZack. Preferably I
want this to be the board of a school institution.

network

Profile as a designer
I want to make myself known as a designer in the field of education and
with a participatory design ‘expertise’. All the contacts I gained during my
FMP are helpful in this. I invited them to visit my graduation presentation
or I am going to meet them and explain the results of my project. Also I
need to make a portfolio and update my social media profile. I make use of
the exposure of KnapZack and try to gain new contacts in the process to
arrange new possible projects to work on.
Although I did a good job with participatory design
in my Final Master Project I know I am still at the
beginning of this design approach. To keep on
developing my skills and knowledge in this matter,
I will explore new opportunities to try out other
forms of participatory design. I want to follow
the advice of my coach in letting my designs
become more out of my control. This i can try out
with the project within Skills&co

Projects within
the field of education
There are already a number of projects, besides
KnapZack that I wish to work out and see if we can
develop it in cooperation with other partners.

Experience history
A friend of mine graduated in history and is creating guided tours in
museums specifically for children of secondary schools so they can
learn and prepare for the history exams. We are going to see whether
we can create something together by increasing the experiential level
and the participation of children in their preparation of their
history exams. I am really exited considering the possibilities this
idea.

Skills&Co
During my project I came in contact with Skills&Co. They are doing an
experiment to create innovative ideas from the bottom-up within the
field of education. Their approach is co-creation. Since they were very
enthusiastic about KnapZack and the way I worked, we are going to see
if I can play a role within their experiment.
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Mystery box
The project of Bram Naus, also master student Industrial Design, was
also really inspiring. He created the mystery box that holds a
learning tool for children to explore and try-out new subjects, such
as computer programming. I believe this idea has a lot of potential
with the right client. I want to cooperate with Bram to see whether we
can develop this idea further on.

Company knapzack
KnapZack has the potential to change the
culture in education. My ambition is to
transform the way we teach and letting
children discover and develop their talents
early on. When I start my own company to
develop KnapZack with Onderwijs Maak Je
Samen, I want KnapZack to be the first of many
concepts that I will create for education.

empower
designs

Knapzack
education

Participatory design
The way I approached my graduation project gave me
most satisfaction and I want to use this approach in
all my other projects from now on.

1 implement Knapzack
2 transform primary schools
a new company behind the scenes of

3 extend to secondairy schools and
outside schools

education
My freelance company is not sufficient anymore to
develop KnapZack and more concepts within the field
of education. I will start a new company and find a
team of designers and web developers. With this
company I want to transform education towards a
more explorative and personalized model.
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4 Connect other concepts to knapzack
webdeveloper

education
consultant

Graphic
designer

